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Abstract
Scientists have built a variety of covert channels for secretive
information transmission with CPU cache and main memory.
In this paper, we turn to a lower level in the memory hierarchy,
i.e., persistent storage. Most programs store intermediate or
eventual results in the form of files and some of them call
fsync to synchronously persist a file with storage device
for orderly persistence. Our quantitative study shows that one
program would undergo significantly longer response time for
fsync call if the other program is concurrently calling fsync,
although they do not share any data. We further find that,
concurrent fsync calls contend at multiple levels of storage
stack due to sharing software structures (e.g., Ext4’s journal)
and hardware resources (e.g., disk’s I/O dispatch queue).

We accordingly build a covert channel named Sync+Sync.
Sync+Sync delivers a transmission bandwidth of 20,000 bits
per second at an error rate of about 0.40% with an ordinary
solid-state drive. Sync+Sync can be conducted in cross-disk
partition, cross-file system, cross-container, cross-virtual ma-
chine, and even cross-disk drive fashions, without sharing
data between programs. Next, we launch side-channel attacks
with Sync+Sync and manage to precisely detect operations of
a victim database (e.g., insert/update and B-Tree node split).
We also leverage Sync+Sync to distinguish applications and
websites with high accuracy by detecting and analyzing their
fsync frequencies and flushed data volumes. These attacks
are useful to support further fine-grained information leakage.

1 Introduction

Computer scientists have explored a variety of covert channels
to leak information. CPU cache and memory are main build-
ing blocks for many existing covert channels, as programs
share them when concurrently running. In this paper, we study
a lower layer in the memory hierarchy, i.e., persistent storage
and file system, to discover a new covert channel.

∗C. Wang is the corresponding author (cd_wang@outlook.com). Readers
can refer to [38] for the full version of this paper. Sample code of Sync+Sync
covert channel is available at https://github.com/toast-lab/Sync-Sync.

The file is the most general form in which programs per-
sistently store their intermediate or eventual execution re-
sults. There are different I/O models for programs to con-
sider, including buffered I/O, direct I/O, and synchronous I/O
with fsync [45, 53, 54, 61, 80]. We focus on synchronous
I/O with fsync for two reasons. Firstly, many applications
employ fsync for orderly durability and consistency, such as
databases and mail services [57, 61]. Secondly, compared to
buffered I/O and direct I/O that write data to the page cache
of operating system (OS) and internal device cache of storage
device, respectively, fsync has a more deterministic and con-
stant timing. In short, when a program calls fsync on a par-
ticular file, file system (e.g., Ext4) flushes dirty data buffered
in memory pages as well as file metadata (e.g., inode), for
the file through the block I/O (bio) layer to underlying block
device, such as a hard disk drive (HDD) or solid-state drive
(SSD). To forcefully persist the file, fsync carries bio flags
(i.e., REQ_PREFLUSH and REQ_FUA) to instruct storage device
to flush the internal cache. Different file systems have differ-
ent implementations for fsync. Take the widely-used Ext4 for
example. Ext4 is a journaling file system generally mounted
in the default data=ordered mode. Upon an fsync, it per-
sistently commits file metadata to an on-disk journal after per-
sisting file data [57]. Also, a storage device has mechanisms
to guarantee orderly persistence for each fsync [13, 80].

With regard to the increasingly large capacity of terabytes
or even more per disk drive, multiple programs are likely
to run and share the same disk in a local machine or cloud
dedicated server [27]. We find that, whenever two programs
stay in the same disk partition with the same file system
or different disk partitions with different file systems, one of
them (receiver/attacker) would undergo much longer response
time to wait for the return of fsync if the other program
(sender/victim) is concurrently calling fsync. For example,
with Ext4 mounted on an ordinary SSD, program X has to
wait more than twice the time ( 43.13µs

21.39µs ) for the completion of
fsync when the other program Y is simultaneously calling
fsync. Note that X and Y operate with absolutely unrelated
files, without any on-disk file or in-memory data being shared.

https://github.com/toast-lab/Sync-Sync


The significant impact of fsync is due to contention at
multiple levels in the storage stack. When two programs are
running within the same file system, they share structures of
both file system and storage device. For example, the afore-
mentioned journal of Ext4 is a globally shared structure Ext4
uses to record changes of files in the unit of transactions. The
journal is an on-disk circular buffer and transactions must
be sequentially committed to it [42, 57, 71]. By default, Ext4
maintains one running transaction to take in modified meta-
data blocks for files. An fsync targeting a file explicitly com-
mits to the journal the current running transaction where the
file’s inode block is placed. The fsync may need to wait
for the completion of committing previous transaction and
also hinder the progress of subsequent transactions. As a re-
sult, Ext4 forcefully serializes fsyncs and each fsync must
stall until Ext4 commits the transaction for current one. Al-
though researchers have proposed the fast commit to optimize
fsync [57, 64], our study shows that the introduction of it
does not alleviate the substantial interference between fsyncs.
Worse, concurrent fsyncs also share and compete on other
limited software and hardware resources for storage. The bio
and disk drivers need to serialize and write down metadata and
data for each fsync through queues. Consequently, programs
running in different disk partitions mounted with different file
systems severely suffer from each other’s fsyncs.

These observations motivate us to propose a new covert
channel named Sync+Sync for secretive communication. With
Sync+Sync, the sender transmits a bit by calling fsync or
not while the receiver receives the bit by calling fsync. For
instance, the receiver gets ‘1’ after undergoing a significantly
longer response time and receives ‘0’ otherwise. As men-
tioned, cross-file system and cross-partition Sync+Sync chan-
nels are effectual. We also find that receiver and sender stay-
ing in different containers and virtual machines (VM) can
efficiently communicate with Sync+Sync in cross-container
and -VM fashions. To establish a reliable and efficient covert
channel, we only need both sides co-located in the same stor-
age device. In addition, Sync+Sync does not demand sender
and receiver to share on-disk or in-memory data. Both just
call fsyncs on absolutely unrelated files in the user space,
as fsync is an unprivileged system call. Our further explo-
ration shows that cross-disk Sync+Sync is also functional.
This enables Sync+Sync to gain high flexibility and viability.

In practical, databases widely employ fsyncs for durability
and consistency. Many applications also use fsyncs to store
data. We hence use Sync+Sync to figure out sensitive infor-
mation from a victim that calls fsync over time. For example,
we leverage Sync+Sync to identify the runtime operations,
such as insert, update, and B-Tree node split, for SQLite [16].
We also differentiate access patterns between common appli-
cations and websites with Sync+Sync. One example is that an
attacker can leverage Sync+Sync side channel to distinguish
Facebook and Twitter with 100% accuracy by analyzing their
I/O traces. Sync+Sync hence provides an effective tool to

observe a victim’s I/O characteristics. Finally, we perform a
keystroke attack with Sync+Sync to explore the sensitivity to
user inputs with an accuracy of about 99.2%.

Because of the necessity and prevalence of fsyncs, attack-
ers calling fsyncs with Sync+Sync are difficult to be discov-
ered. The defense against Sync+Sync is also not straightfor-
ward. The performance cost and interference of fsync is a
classic issue and it is impossible to avoid fsyncs regarding
critical persistence needs of applications. Also, existing tech-
niques to reduce interference for fsync such as the aforemen-
tioned fast commit for Ext4 are still vulnerable to Sync+Sync.
Though, we have given few suggestions to mitigate the impact
of Sync+Sync attacks.

To sum up, we make the following contributions.

• We reveal and build a timing-based covert channel named
Sync+Sync at the persistent storage with fsync system
call. To our best knowledge, Sync+Sync is the first covert
channel that makes use of fsync at the persistent storage
without sharing any data between sender and receiver.

• We quantitatively demonstrate that the covert channel
of Sync+Sync achieves a transmission bandwidth of
20,000 bits per second (bps) with about 0.40% error rate.
Sync+Sync covert channel effectively works in cross-
partition, cross-file system, cross-container, cross-VM,
and cross-disk fashions. We also introduce various noise
to test and justify the robustness of Sync+Sync.

• We perform side-channel attacks to target real-world
application programs that use fsyncs in their imple-
mentations. Sync+Sync is able to classify and identify
database operations such as insert, update, and B-Tree
node split with SQLite. It further differentiates applica-
tions and websites from their behaviors of calling fsyncs
with varying frequencies, timings, and data volumes. A
keystroke attack is also practicable. Sync+Sync accom-
plishes all these attacks with high accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We study
related works and background knowledge for side-channel
attacks in Section 2. We illustrate why fsync makes an ef-
fectual covert channel in Section 3. We present the attack
model and effectiveness of Sync+Sync in communicating
between sender and receiver in Section 4. In Section 5, we
detail how Sync+Sync is used to perform concrete attacks for
information leakage. We show discussions and defenses for
Sync+Sync in Section 6. We conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Side-Channel Attacks
Side-channel attacks pose a significant threat to computer
systems and software security. They exploit information leak-
age through various channels, including shared hardware



resources, system software and hardware, applications, and
other observations. In this section, we discuss notable side-
channel attacks that are both general and contention-related.

1) Shared Hardware Resources: Shared hardware re-
sources, such as the CPU cache [33, 43, 46, 56, 59, 86], trans-
lation lookaside buffer (TLB) [30], branch predictor [21, 22],
persistent memory [47, 78], and GPU [1, 51], are common
targets for side-channel attacks. Researchers have devel-
oped numerous attacks that exploit contention by leverag-
ing these resources. For instance, Prime+Probe [46, 56],
Flush+Reload [86], and Prime+Scope [59] utilize cache sets
or specific cache lines shared among running programs. Be-
sides CPU cache contention, side channels utilizing other
shared resources, such as the directory for cache coherency,
cache bandwidth, and coherency states, have also been em-
ployed to leak information [84, 85, 87].

2) System Software and Hardware: Side-channel attacks
can also target system software and hardware. Lower-level
main memory components, such as the OS’s page cache and
shared page mapping with and without page faults, have been
observed to imply side channels [32, 69, 74, 77, 83]. Page
cache [27], file systems [6], page walker [89], just-in-time
compilation [60], and database queries [31, 39, 44, 67] have
been exploited for side-channel attacks too. For example, Gao
et al. [27] demonstrated a covert channel across containers by
utilizing sync to write back all dirty pages in the OS’s page
cache. Bacs et al. [6] introduced a timing-based side channel
called DupeFS that utilized inline file system deduplication.
Their observation is that if data an attacker writes have been
deduplicated due to a previous write done by the victim, the
attacker would observe a shorter response latency.

3) Applications: Web browsers and other applications are
also susceptible to side-channel attacks. Researchers have
developed attacks that target web browsers by exploiting vari-
ous vulnerabilities [41, 70, 81]. For example, Kim et al. [41]
utilized the interactions between websites and the disk space
quota for different websites to infer visited websites, access
history, and login status with a particular website.

4) Other Observations: Side-channel attacks have also
been launched in other dimensions, such as power consump-
tion analysis [15, 40, 79]. For example, Chen et al. [15] pro-
posed a side channel based on the idle power management for
CPUs. By observing the power consumption pattern of a vic-
tim, attackers can analyze and deduce sensitive information.

2.2 I/O Stack in OS

Most applications store data in the form of files with file
system and underlying persistent storage device, such as SSD
or HDD. Without loss of generality, we follow Linux I/O stack
shown in Figure 1 to illustrate how OS handles and stores
data into block I/O device. The main layers in Linux’s storage
stack include virtual file system (VFS), file systems, generic
block I/O layer, and drivers for specific storage devices.
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Figure 1: An Overview of Linux I/O Stack.

VFS and File Systems. VFS provides high-level abstrac-
tions of file operations for applications to utilize, such as open,
close, write, read, and fsync interfaces. A particular file
system (e.g., Ext4 or XFS) handles file operations with under-
lying storage device. File system is also responsible for orga-
nizing and managing storage space and guarantees essential
properties like consistency and durability for files. Occasion-
ally, OS may crash due to unexpected events, such as software
bugs (e.g., kernel panic) or power outage. File system shall en-
sure that the modifications onto file metadata and/or data are
crash-recoverable in line with a consistency level configured
on mounting the file system. Journaling (logging) [42,57,71],
copy-on-write (CoW) [63], and soft updates [26] are main
techniques that file systems adopt to guarantee crash consis-
tency for file metadata (e.g., inode) and data. Let us take Ext4
with journaling for illustration because of the wide deploy-
ment of it. Ext4 maintains an on-disk journal as a ring buffer.
When Ext4 is mounted in the default data=ordered mode,
only modified file metadata are written to the journal. Ext4
composes a transaction in memory with multiple metadata
blocks and commits the transaction as a unit to the journal.

Ext4 writes file data and metadata into OS’s page cache to
handle a write request via buffered I/O. It triggers a write-back
of these dirty pages with regard to several conditions. The
first one is a periodical flush that occurs every five seconds
by default. The second one is that dirty memory pages take
more than a proportion of total memory (10% by default) [62].
The third one is an explicit fsync received from applications.
In the data=ordered mode, Ext4 strictly writes file data
to on-disk blocks allocated to a file before it commits the
file’s metadata block to the journal. Later, Ext4 checkpoints
metadata blocks in place. The inode is the most important
metadata for a file and contains the file’s length, access time,
and access permissions. Once an inode block is committed
to the journal before a crash happens, Ext4 can recover the
file since both file data and metadata have been made durable
and retrievable. In addition, Ext4 maintains only one running
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Figure 2: An Illustration of Contention Caused by fsync.

transaction at runtime. Hence all files concurrently share one
transaction. The aforementioned three conditions transform
a running transaction to be committing transaction and Ext4
generates the next running transaction. It orderly commits
consecutive transactions to the journal.

Block I/O Layer. Block I/O (bio) layer connects a partic-
ular file system and underlying storage device. As shown in
the middle of Figure 1, Linux maintains multiple software
queues (blk-mq) for bio [8]. Each block device contains per-
core software staging queues and hardware dispatch queue(s)
depending on the device’s hardware and driver. File system
submits a bio request to software staging queues and waits
for I/O scheduler to dispatch. Then the device driver interacts
with device to complete the I/O request. Although multiple
software queues mitigate competitions between I/O requests
at the bio layer, the limited number of hardware queues in-
stalled in a block device restricts the device’s capability [80].
Thus, concurrent I/O requests issued to a storage device in-
terfere with each other, especially for devices with one single
hardware dispatch queue, such as ordinary HDDs and SSDs.

3 The Contention Caused by fsync

OS provides multiple unprivileged system calls, such as
fsync, fdatasync, and msync, for user-space programs to
synchronously flush data to storage device for orderly per-
sistence. fdatasync and msync are variants of fsync. They
either do not flush file metadata or specifically synchronize a
memory-mapped file, respectively [53, 58]. On receiving an
fsync call for a file, file system transfers all modified in-core
data and metadata (i.e., dirty pages in OS’s page cache) of the
file to storage device and issues an ending bio request with
two flags (REQ_PREFLUSH and REQ_FUA) set. Then the file’s
metadata and data are to be forcefully persisted into storage.
File system returns a success or fail to the caller program
according to the device’s returned signal. A successful fsync
means that the file’s durability is achieved and all changed
metadata and data become retrievable even if OS suddenly
crashes. Because of the explicit and synchronous persistence
of fsync, many applications, particularly ones like databases
that are highly concerned with data consistency and durability,
widely employ fsyncs in their implementations.

In addition, there is a sync system call that flushes all

dirty pages in the OS’s page cache to storage device and
applications do not need to specify a file [27]. Therefore, sync
and fsync are like instructions of flushing all cache lines and
one particular cache line, i.e., wbinvd and clflush in the x86
instruction set architecture (ISA), respectively. Since sync
causes significantly longer time than fsync and is much easier
to be perceived, we focus on fsync in this paper.

3.1 Contention within File System
As shown in Figure 2a and Figure 2b, two programs that call
fsyncs interfere each other. Let us use Ext4 for illustration.
When a program calls fsync on a particular file, Ext4 flushes
data pages and commits the transaction in which the file stays
to the journal. As Ext4 maintains only one running transac-
tion and the journal is organized in a ring buffer, the fsync
may need to wait for the completion of committing previous
transaction. Thus, at the Ext4 file system level, the shared
global journal and serialization of committing transactions
make one fsync undergo much longer response latency in
the presence of another concurrent fsync.

We use the following notations to decompose the fsync
latency for a certain file A with and without contention.

T A
f sync := total fsync latency for the file A.

T A
data := latency to flush file A’ dirty data pages (blocks).

Tf lush := latency to flush device cache with flush command.
Tmeta(·) := latency to commit a metadata block.

ϒprev := latency to finish previous committing transaction
if applicable.

Assuming that the metadata block of file A is the block τn in
current transaction, and blocks τ0 to τn−1 are prior elements
for τn in the transaction, we have

τ0 ⪰ τ1 ⪰ ... ⪰ τn−1 ⪰ τn, (1)

in which τi ⪰ τi+1 means τi happens before τi+1 (i.e., τi has
entered the transaction earlier than τi+1). According to Ext4’s
fsync behavior, the fsync latency of file A, T A

f sync, is con-
tributed by the following parts,

T A
f sync = T A

data +Σ
τn
i=τ0

Tmeta(i)+Tf lush +ϒprev. (2)



Table 1: fsync Latencies with and without Contention.

Operation for
Measurement

Standalone
Latency (ns)

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Error

Operation for
Competitor

Contention
Latency (ns)

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Error

ftruncate+fsync 124725.81 5067.66 506.77
ftruncate+fsync 186635.09 4035.34 403.53
write+fsync 165046.60 20210.83 2021.08
fsync-only 165989.67 17878.06 1787.81

write+fsync 55707.18 21756.38 2175.64
ftruncate+fsync 104521.34 24380.61 2438.06
write+fsync 84345.38 27756.34 2775.63
fsync-only 102094.32 26968.84 2696.88

fsync-only 21390.42 2478.57 247.86
ftruncate+fsync 47428.24 21527.58 2152.76
write+fsync 51112.34 9088.28 908.83
fsync-only 43133.73 2521.81 252.18

Concurrent fsyncs cause dramatic impact on fsync laten-
cies. For example, we write data to file A without any other
program issuing fsync and measure the latency as T A

f sync1.
Next, we do the same fsync on file A but, in the meantime,
we make the other program perform fsync on a different
file B. We denote the second latency for flushing file A as
T A

f sync2. As shown in Figure 2c, two programs orderly proceed
with Ext4’s journaling ( 1 ⪰ 2 ). Our quantitative tests con-
firm that T A

f sync2 is much greater than T A
f sync1, which is mainly

because ϒprev emerges with the interference of syncing file B.

3.2 Contention within Storage Device
fsync demands underlying storage device to synchronously
write data down and forcefully drain the device cache for even-
tual persistence. Because of the limited hardware resources
of a storage device, further contention occurs at the device
level between concurrent fsyncs. Each fsync is transformed
to bio requests that orderly flush data and metadata into disk.
When an I/O request is submitted to the bio layer, it mainly
goes through three stages [5, 8, 80]. 1) Q2I: The submitted
I/O request is preprocessed (e.g., request split and address
remapping) and then inserted or merged into a request queue.
2) I2D: The I/O request waits in the request queue, staying
idle until the I/O scheduler dispatches and puts it in the dis-
patch queue (see 1 in Figure 2d). 3) D2C: The I/O request
is issued to corresponding device driver for the device to han-
dle and the bio layer waits at the completion queue for I/O
completion (see 2 in Figure 2d).

In each stage, I/O requests issued for different files compete
for resources against each other. The contention at the D2C
stage is even worse due to the limited capability of storage
device, as overwhelming synchronous I/O requests are likely
to engage I/O scheduler in spending increasingly longer time
in dispatching next ones. As shown in Figure 2d, there is a
high likelihood of contention for fsyncs at the device level.

Each fsync generates bio requests with REQ_PREFLUSH
and REQ_FUA flags, which are eventually translated to device
flush commands to drain the internal device cache. This makes
one more contention point between fsyncs at the device level.
For some file system, such as Ext4 or XFS, fsyncs that do not
follow any change of file data or metadata, e.g., with write
ftruncate operations, still interfere with each other, because
Ext4 and XFS always issue the device flush command for
fsync regardless of a modification received or not onto files.
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Figure 3: Raw Traces of Cross-file Sync+Sync Channels
within Ext4.

3.3 The Viability of fsync Channel
In order to empirically understand fsync, we test it with and
without contention. We make a program X and measure the
fsync latency without contention under following settings
when program X synchronizes a file with Ext4 mounted on
an ordinary SSD (SAMSUNG PM883 SATA SSD).

• The ftruncate + fsync stands for synchronizing a file
after truncating the file to a random size, which triggers
the commit of file metadata into Ext4’s journal.

• The write + fsync represents that we call fsync on a
file after overwriting the file for 1KB with data contents.

• The fsync-only means that we measure the latency of
fsync without any modification of file data or metadata.

We only record the latency of fsync while the time of writing
data or truncating a file is not counted. Next, we keep the
other program Y running with the three settings on a different
file co-located in the same disk for contention. We measure
latencies of program X under different configurations and
repeat each configuration for 100 times.

Table 1 captures the average latency for each configuration
after 100 executions. It is evident that the latency of fsync
that program X observes increases significantly when pro-
gram Y is simultaneously calling fsync. For example, the
latency of fsync-only jumps by 2.2×, 2.4×, and 2.0× when
program Y is concurrently doing ftruncate + fsync, write
+ fsync, and fsync-only, respectively. As also shown by Ta-
ble 1, in spite of dramatic increase for latencies, the standard
deviation and standard error generally fluctuate in an accept-
able and observable range. Among three settings, write +
fsync needs to flush file data to disk, which causes more con-
tention than both ftruncate + fsync that flushes metadata
only and fsync-only that aims to retain a file’s durability.
These three settings are commonly I/O behaviors found in to-
day’s applications. Assuming that we make program X probe
by calling and measuring fsync latency, it can detect whether
applications like program Y are calling fsyncs due to the
substantial difference with and without contention. Figure 3
shows two raw traces of varying fsync latencies when 1) both
programs X and Y are doing with fsync-only and 2) both
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are doing with ftruncate + fsync, respectively. It is evident
that the latency sensed by program X largely fluctuates due to
the impact of concurrent fsyncs, thereby enabling a clear and
reliable channel to transmit data. In all, these qualitative and
quantitative observations indicate the viability of building a
covert channel with fsync at the persistent storage.

4 Sync+Sync Covert Channel

Modern OS utilizes file systems and access control mecha-
nisms to isolate files for users and store data with secrecy and
privacy. Cloud vendors enforce further isolation of files for
multi-tenants to secretly share a physical machine between
containers and VMs. In this section, we focus on leveraging
fsyncs between two entities co-located in a storage device for
secretive and reliable communication, regardless of whether
they are running in the same OS, different containers, or VMs.
As both sides call fsync to interact through file system and
storage device, we name our new covert channel ‘Sync+Sync’.
Sync+Sync is timing-based since it transmits information by
measuring response time at runtime.

4.1 Attack Model
We assume that there are two co-located entities in a
Sync+Sync attack. The receiver (attacker or sink) and the
sender (victim or source) concurrently run as user-space
programs. Both sides use files to store data. We categorize
Sync+Sync attack cases into three classes by their isolation
environments. 1) Cross-file: Sender and receiver access their
respective files with exclusive access permissions. These files
share the same storage device, residing either in the same disk
partition mounted with the same file system (e.g., Ext4) or
different partitions mounted with the same or different file
systems (e.g., Ext4 and XFS). 2) Cross-container: Sender

and receiver stay in two containers sharing the same device for
their overlay file systems. This is common for hosting multi-
ple containers in a physical machine. For example, by default
the Docker [18] stores all containers’ overlay data in one di-
rectory /var/lib/docker/overlay2/. Sender and receiver
can also use different directories with different file systems
mounted on different partitions. 3) Cross-VM: Sender and
receiver are running in their respective VMs with independent
disk images. Again, their image files need to be co-located in
one storage device but can stay in different partitions.

With any channel, both sender and receiver can update
file size via ftruncate + fsync, modify their own files via
write + fsync, or keep file synchronized to storage device
via fsync-only (see Section 3.3). However, by referring to Ta-
ble 1 and Figure 3, we mainly leverage fsync-only to build
Sync+Sync channel, because it incurs the shortest latency and
implies the highest bandwidth for information transmission.

4.2 Communication Design

To transmit data via any aforementioned channel, the sender
conveys bits by calling fsyncs on a file or not. The receiver
continually synchronizes the other file via fsync and mea-
sures the latency of fsync to decide the values of received bits.
Figure 4 shows how sender and receiver transmit a bit with
the protocol provided by Sync+Sync covert channel. Their
pseudocode is shown in Appendix C of the full version [38].

The sender transmits bits via some purposeful file oper-
ations. As shown by the left part of Figure 4, in order to
transmit a bit ‘1’, the sender synchronizes a file in order to
continuously submit I/O requests to disk for a predefined time
period ts named symbol duration. Otherwise, the sender sleeps
for ts to transmit a bit ‘0’. A stream of continuously transmit-
ted bits form a meaningful data frame that is composed of
two parts, i.e., header and payload. The header consists of a
fixed number of bits with a distinct pattern, used to accurately
distinguish the start (boundary) of a frame. The payload is
a bit stream with a fixed length and stores actual data that is
useful for the receiver.

The receiver receives a bit by measuring fsync latencies
to detect whether contention happens or not. Before transmis-
sion, the sender constantly samples the uninterrupted fsync
latency to profile a threshold for reference. In a symbol dura-
tion during transmission, the receiver checks if fsync latency
is greater than the profiled threshold. If so, the bit is ‘1’; oth-
erwise, the bit is ‘0’. The receiver tracks whether a frame
of bits is received by comparing against the header pattern
for calibration and synchronization. In case of a match, the
receiver extracts payload from the frame.

The threshold to decide ‘1’ or ‘0’ is set empirically, depend-
ing on underlying machine’s configurations and runtime envi-
ronmental factors. For example, file system and storage device
are being used by many programs which may cause noise with
file operations, especially fsyncs, to affect Sync+Sync. We
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Figure 5: The Capacity of Cross-file Sync+Sync Channel (with and without Noise from Multiple Workloads).

Table 2: Noisy Workloads with Different Settings.

Degree Filebench (Number of threads) Osquery Nakama RocksDBFileserver Varmail Webserver
Low 1 1 1 Every 60s 0.1 QPS 100:0

Medium 2 2 2 Every 30s 1 QPS 80:20
High 4 4 4 Every 10s 10 QPS 50:50

Critical 8 8 8 Every 1s 100 QPS 20:80

take into account such noise and select a proper threshold in
a heuristic approach [15]. In short, we firstly smooth the sam-
ples within a symbol duration based on their average. Then,
we jointly consider polished latencies from numerous contin-
uous symbol durations to determine the current threshold and
periodically update it.

4.3 Performance Evaluation
4.3.1 Evaluation Setup

In order to thoroughly evaluate Sync+Sync channel, we test
it on a server with Intel Xeon Gold 6342 CPU and 960GB
SAMSUNG PM883 SATA SSD. The OS is Ubuntu 21.04
with kernel 5.15.0-48-generic while the compiler is GCC/G++
10.3.0. We divide SSD space into few partitions and make
different file systems on them, including Ext4, XFS, and Btrfs.
We use Docker 20.10.14 to manage containers for which the
base image is Ubuntu 21.04. As for cross-VM testing, the
guest OS is Ubuntu 21.04 with Ext4 as file system, running
with QEMU and Linux Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM)
version 4.2.1. VM disk images are set in the RAW format
with virtio enabled. We use the default writeback cache policy.
Each VM is with 8GB DRAM and two vCPUs. Sender and
receiver programs are respectively running in two isolated
containers (resp. VMs). In all tests, both of them are normal
user-space programs and access ordinary files without any
privileged permission.

We evaluate three covert channel types, i.e., cross-file, cross-
container, and cross-VM, built on different file systems, such
as Ext4, XFS, and Btrfs. Due to space limitation, we place
a part of results and raw traces in Appendix A of [38]. In
the following contexts, the sender and receiver programs only
synchronize their respective files using fsync, without modi-
fying the files in the cross-file and -container channels. In the
case of the cross-VM channel, both the sender and receiver
modify the file data before invoking fsync on their files.

Table 3: Raw Bit Error Rate for Cross-file Covert Channel
(Ext4, with and without Noise from Fileserver and Varmail).

Symbol
Duration (µs)

Noiseless Fileserver, 8 Threads Varmail, 8 Threads
1−→0 0−→1 1−→0 0−→1 1−→0 0−→1

40 43.24% 43.24% 44.80% 44.81% 74.12% 74.12%
50 0.40% 0.43% 1.84% 1.87% 67.38% 67.34%
80 0.38% 0.38% 1.40% 1.39% 66.39% 66.37%

200 0.03% 0.03% 1.53% 1.43% 47.63% 47.62%
400 0.00% 0.00% 0.34% 0.34% 41.01% 41.02%
1200 0.00% 0.00% 0.89% 0.89% 37.73% 37.74%

Besides the noiseless environment, we employ workloads
running alongside Sync+Sync to quantitatively assess the
robustness of it. As shown in Table 2, we configure each
workload with different settings to cause environmental noise
at varying degrees. We adopt 1) Filebench [24] to generate
Fileserver, Varmail, and Webserver workloads with varying
threads, 2) an audit server Osquery [73] with different au-
diting frequencies, 3) Tsung [52] that simulates 1000 users
concurrently sending various requests to a multi-player gam-
ing server Nakama [36] with different Queries Per Second
(QPS), and 4) YCSB [17] that issues requests to a prevalent
NoSQL database RocksDB [50] with varying Read/Write
ratios. Furthermore, we conduct experiments by running all
foregoing applications simultaneously (denoted as Mixture).

4.3.2 Channel Capacity

We use the channel capacity to measure the bandwidth
of Sync+Sync in bps, which is a theoretical upper bound
for Sync+Sync’s communication capability. We regard the
Sync+Sync channel as a binary symmetric channel for mea-
surement, following the methodology in [28]. The capacity
of Sync+Sync (denoted as C) is determined as follows.

C = B×
[
1− p log2 (

1
p
)− (1− p) log2 (

1
1− p

)
]

(3)

where B = 1
ts

is the bandwidth and p is the symbol error rate
(bit error rate) [68] 1. We empirically estimate the bit error
rate of Sync+Sync channel every ten frames transmitted, each
of which carries 8,000 bits. We also vary the symbol duration
ts for each one of three aforementioned covert channels.

1Sometimes the error rate might be greater 50%, and we still regard
channel capacity as 0, since channel with high bit error rate cannot transmit
data correctly in our cases.
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Figure 6: The Capacity of Cross-container Sync+Sync Channel (with and without Noise from Multiple Workloads).
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Figure 7: The Capacity of Cross-VM Sync+Sync Channel (with and without Noise from Multiple Workloads).

Intra-partition without noise. Figure 5, Figure 6, and Fig-
ure 7 show the capacities of all cross-file, -container, and -VM
channels, respectively. To conduct a comprehensive study,
we have performed experiments where the sender and re-
ceiver are located within the same partition (represented as
Ext4 under the X-axis) and different partitions (represented
as Ext4-XFS under the X-axis) mounted with different file
systems. The cross-file channel, operating within one Ext4
partition, achieves a transmission rate of one bit every 50µs
with an error rate of approximately 0.40% as shown in Ta-
ble 3. Therefore, Sync+Sync achieves 20,000bps bandwidth
without noise. The capacity of the cross-container channel,
with two containers co-located in a disk partition with Ext4, is
similar to that of the cross-file channel. This can be attributed
to the weak isolation provided by the container and overlay
file system that heavily rely on the underlying file system.
Meanwhile, the capacity of the cross-VM channel is lower,
with a maximum bandwidth of about 1200bps. The reason is
that the sender and receiver modify their files before invoking
fsync in the guest OS to trigger stable contention at the host
OS and underlying storage device.

Inter-partition without noise. In all three channels, the
receiver is placed in a partition with Ext4, while the sender
operates with XFS or Btrfs mounted on another partition of
the same SSD. The channels using Ext4 and Btrfs (see Ap-
pendix A of [38]) cannot be established with an acceptable bit
error rate (≤ 40%). This limitation arises because Btrfs does
not flush the device cache for fsync unless there is concrete
data modification to the files. In contrast, Ext4 and XFS flush
the cache on every fsync, regardless of file modifications.
Thus, the capacities of cross-file and -container covert chan-
nels based on inter-partition with Ext4-XFS exhibit similar
observations with Ext4 in one partition. However, due to the
influence of the VM hypervisor, the cross-container channel

gains a much higher transmission frequency (every 80µs) com-
pared to the cross-VM channel (every 12ms). Additionally, the
inter-partition cross-VM covert channel experiences higher
error rates and lower capacities than the intra-partition chan-
nel, mainly due to the impact of partitions. For instance, the
capacity with an 800µs symbol duration of the inter-partition
channel is 38.1% lower than that of the intra-partition channel.

4.3.3 Impact of Noisy Workloads

Next, we investigate the influence of different workloads on
the Sync+Sync channel in the presence of noise. Our eval-
uation reveals that most of the workloads introduce noise
to all types of Sync+Sync channels with varying degrees,
thereby resulting in reduced capacities. For example, the bit
error rate shown in Table 3 for cross-file covert channel with
50µs duration increases to about 1.84% and 67.34% when
running Fileserver and Varmail with 8 threads, respectively.
As shown in Figure 5, Varmail and RocksDB have the most
significant impact on Sync+Sync. This is because both of
them frequently invoke fsyncs to ensure the durability of
data, especially for Varmail. Fileserver and Webserver also
affect the channel capacity, even without fsyncs, particularly
with shorter symbol durations. This is due to their consistent
file operations (e.g., create and delete) and data writes to mul-
tiple files, leading to the accumulation of dirty pages in the
OS’s page cache and triggering page write-back. Conversely,
Osquery and Nakama have limited impact on Sync+Sync,
indicating that Sync+Sync is not highly sensitive to audit-
ing activities and network traffic. The capacity under mixed
applications (Mixture) is similar to that under Varmail, be-
cause Varmail frequently calls fsyncs. In order to mitigate
the impact of such noise, we can prolong the channel’s symbol
duration and adopt fsync with modifying file data to build
a more reliable channel. As indicated by Table 3, a longer



symbol duration dramatically decreases the error rate. The
results with cross-container channel are similar to those with
the cross-file channel (see Figure 6).

As illustrated by Figure 7, the cross-VM covert channel
is more susceptible to noise compared to the cross-file and
-container channels, even for workloads without fsyncs. For
example, Fileserver introduces severer noise than Varmail.
The bit error rate for the cross-VM channel with a symbol
duration of 12ms increases from around 0.07% to an average
of 33.0% and 16.4% when running Fileserver and Varmail
with 8 threads, respectively. We run Fileserver and Varmail
in the same disk image under the same guest OS with the
sender. Updating multiple files for Fileserver in the guest OS
is actually updating the disk image in the host OS, and updated
data might not reach the real disk unless calling fsync. Once
the sender calls fsync in the guest OS, the host OS would
synchronize the entire disk image file. Therefore, dirty data
written by Fileserver are flushed alongside into disk with
sender’s fsync, which causes more difficulties with longer
fsync latency for receiver to detect due to a larger volume
of dirty data. As to Varmail that frequently calls fsync to
flush every modified email file, each fsync is converted to
synchronizing the disk image and does not aggregate a lot of
dirty data like Fileserver when the sender calls fsyncs. As a
result, the impact of noise caused by Varmail on bit error rate
for Sync+Sync is evidently lower than that of Fileserver.

5 Side-Channel Attacks with Sync+Sync

5.1 Database Operations Speculation
Attack Model. In order to perform database operating specu-
lation, we consider a scenario where the victim is a database
that stores and accesses data using a disk. The attacker, who
is located on the same disk with the victim, operates as an
independent process within the same OS, separate container,
or VM. Particularly, the attacker does not have permission
to access the victim’s in-memory data or on-disk files. To
infect the victim’s environment, the attacker can exploit vul-
nerabilities via image pollution or social engineering. Due to
the compactness of the attacker’s code, it is possible for the
attacker to inject the victim gadget into useful applications
without perception. The attacker has full control over the at-
tacker’s program, container, or VM. She/he can manipulate
containers or VMs to share the same disk with the victim, sim-
ilar to co-located allocation [34,75]. Additionally, the attacker
can control multiple containers or VMs located on different
disks and passively wait for a victim to use those disks. Once
both parties share a device, the attacker initiates spying and
stealing of sensitive information from the victim using the
Sync+Sync channel.

Attack Design. On a disk, we set up isolated files in which
a group of them belong to the victim database for data storage
while and one file is used by the attacker to detect fsync laten-

cies. We utilize SQLite as the victim database, which is widely
used and has been exploited for security purposes [54, 67, 78].
We configure SQLite in the journal_mode=DELETE mode
and perform various database operations to simulate requests
received by the victim. Simultaneously, the attacker invokes
fsync with three objectives. Firstly, the attacker aims to moni-
tor the rate of insert and update requests in the victim database
(Section 5.1.1). Secondly, the attacker aims to detect internal
structural changes in the victim database, such as a node split
in the B-Tree used for indexing (Section 5.1.2). Thirdly, the
attacker aims to identify and resemble a sequence of database
operations executed by the victim, thereby extracting more
fine-grained information (Section 5.1.3).

5.1.1 Insert/Update Ratio over Time

Insert and update requests are tightly correlated to the fsync
latency, because when handling such requests, databases such
as SQLite utilize redo or undo logging with fsyncs to ensure
consistency and durability. We adopt Mobibench [20,37] to
repeatedly insert or update primary keys and corresponding
data into the database, with the idle period adjusted for each
insert to demonstrate different request frequencies. By lever-
aging the Sync+Sync side channel, the attacker detects longer
fsync latencies when the victim database synchronizes files.
The attacker counts latency samples above a threshold (50µs
in our evaluation) that has been determined through profiling.
The attacker accordingly estimates the victim’s insert and
update activities and calculates the rate of insert/update over
time. We repeat this attack for ten times, each in 30 minutes.

Figure 8a depicts the relation between the number of insert
requests per minute for SQLite and the number of samples
above the threshold, using a logarithmic scale for the Y-axis.
The number of samples above the threshold is approximately
ten times higher than the number of requests per minute. The
reason for such an order of magnitude difference is twofold.
Firstly, SQLite requires multiple fsyncs to flush log and data
files in order to commit a single transaction. Secondly, the
attacker’s fsync latency is shorter than that of the victim
because the victim flushes both data and metadata for database
files to complete a database transaction. The attacker needs
to call fsync for multiple times to cover the entire course of
a database transaction. Consequently, the attacker is able to
identify when the victim handles an insert or update request
and thus calculate the rate of such requests over time. In a
long run, the attacker can figure out the victim’s workload
characteristics, such as the insert/update frequency, modified
data per request, and peak/non-peak periods in a day.

5.1.2 B-Tree Split Detection

SQLite utilizes an on-disk B-Tree for indexing keys. Each
B-Tree node has a limited size. A fully filled node triggers a
split that results in two nodes. SQLite calls fsyncs to persist
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Figure 8: An Illustration of Sync+Sync Side Channel for Databases.

both new nodes to ensure consistency and durability. Under a
relatively consistent workload, a node split leads to a longer
committing latency for an insert into the B-Tree compared to
inserts without node splits. Hence, the attacker can detect such
structural changes in the SQLite database via Sync+Sync side
channel. For example, the raw trace in Figure 8b demonstrates
three different insert requests. The latency of middle one ex-
periences longer than latencies of others due to the occurrence
of a node split, while the other two have not involved two
nodes to be persisted via fsyncs. Additionally, researchers
have mentioned that sensitive data stored in a B-Tree-based
database could be leaked by exploiting node splits [25].

The attacker does not have knowledge of when an insert
request starts or ends but can only determine when the corre-
sponding fsync latencies spike and return to normal. Conse-
quently, the attacker has introduced an estimated committing
latency to speculate whether an insert with a node split has
occurred. The attacker considers the first sample time with an
fsync latency greater than a threshold as the estimated start
timestamp for an insert request. The attacker detects the last
sample that exceeds the threshold and estimates an end time,
which is calculated by adding the measured fsync latency to
the timestamp of the last sample. Note that the idle period be-
fore the next insert request is expected to be sufficient for the
attacker to determine if a detected fsync belongs to the cur-
rent insert or not. Furthermore, recent studies have shown that
typical workloads in commercial environments are dominated
by inserting small values (less than 1KB or 100B), which are
unlikely to flush more than a 4KB block [10, 82]. Therefore,
the impact of a B-Tree node split on two 4KB blocks with
fsyncs is realistically substantial.

The estimated start time and end time for an insert are ex-
emplified in Figure 8b. The estimated committing latency for
the victim database exhibits an identical observation to the
actual committing latency. We insert 400 different primary
keys and data into SQLite and cause 49 node splits in all.
We set the threshold at 70µs to estimate the latency for each
insert, and empirically classify an insert with an estimated
committing latency greater than 1000µs as one causing a split.
The attacker successfully detects 43 node splits, achieving
an accuracy of 87.8%, and the F1-score is 0.84. By lever-
aging more sophisticated algorithms such as learning-based
methods, the attacker may have even higher capability to dif-

ferentiate inserts with node splits from normal inserts. This is
yet not the focus of building Sync+Sync side channel in this
paper.

5.1.3 Database Operation Leakage

By utilizing fsync latency as a probe, we can further catego-
rize various database operations to discover and learn about
the operations executed by the victim. In this study, we create
database tables from the NPPES dataset [11, 78] containing
two tables. One table is a basic that records users’ basic in-
formation (e.g., their full names), using the National Provider
Identifiers (NPI) as primary keys. The other table named
location stores users’ addresses, including city and state,
with the NPI serving as a foreign key for the basic table.

Listing 1 provides examples of four database operations
that the attacker can classify using the Sync+Sync side chan-
nel. I1 represents the insertion of 1000 records, while Q1
performs queries to count records. U1 updates a single record
in the basic table. Comparatively, U2 updates 1000 records
in the location table. We repeat the U1 and U2 operations
for 100 times and estimate their fsync latencies using a sim-
ilar way as presented in Section 5.1.2, with a threshold of
50µs based on profiling. Figure 8c shows the distribution of
estimated latencies for each database operation. For the Q1
operations, the majority of estimated latencies are close to
0 because queries do not involve fsync to flush data. As
to update operations (U1 and U2), the different numbers of
records being modified result in varying data volumes for
fsyncs, leading to different distributions of estimated laten-
cies. Whereas, the insert operations (I1) exhibit latencies that
are consistently higher than other operations, even though
I1 and U2 involve the same number of records. The reason
is that, in contrast to an update that modifies one node only,
some insert may cause node split that leads to longer latency.

Taking estimated latency for each operation as its fea-
ture, we employ the classic k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) al-
gorithm [4] for classification. We calculate the Euclidean
distances between a newly detected operation and each of
known operations. Then, we assign a type to the new oper-
ation based on the majority of the k nearest neighbors. We
randomly choose 70% samples for each operation as train-
ing set and the rest 30% samples are used as the testing set



to evaluate the k-NN algorithm. In the end, 115 out of 120
operations are correctly classified, resulting in an accuracy of
95.8% for the Sync+Sync side channel. The F1-scores for I1,
Q1, U1, and U2 are 0.98, 0.98, 0.93, and 0.95, respectively.

1 -- I1: Insert 1000 records in ’basic ’ table
2 INSERT INTO basic values (...), (...);
3 -- Q1: Count records in ’location ’ table
4 SELECT COUNT(*) FROM location WHERE lower(city)=

’Anaheim’;
5 -- U1: Update 1 record in ’basic ’ table
6 UPDATE basic SET name = ’new name’ WHERE npi ==

20230809;
7 -- U2: Update 1000 records in ’location ’ table
8 UPDATE location SET city = ’new city’ WHERE npi

== 20230809;

Listing 1: Classified SQL examples.

5.1.4 Comparison

The way Sync+Sync leaks information is not only effectual
and portable, but also difficult to be perceived. For instance,
Chen et al. [15] proposed a side channel based on idle power
management for CPUs, allowing them to spy on a victim’s net-
work traffic, such as HTTP traffic load measured in requests
per minute. However, the information they obtain is more
coarse-grained compared to what is achieved with Sync+Sync
that provides a detailed trace of the victim database’s oper-
ations (insert/query/update). Moreover, Sync+Sync is built
on fsync, which is commonly and frequently used by appli-
cations on various platforms. By contrast, the side channel
presented by Chen et al. [15] relies on the prerequisite con-
dition that CPU enters an energy-saving mode and switches
back. The ND2DB attack [25] detects B-Tree node splits by
measuring the response time of an insert request. However,
the response time can be easily influenced by user software
overhead and network latency. In our empirical study, using a
threshold of 1300µs, the ND2DB attack detects only 75.5%
of node splits with an F1-score of 0.65. Whereas Sync+Sync
detects 87.8% of node splits with an F1-score of 0.84. The
NVLeak attack [78] can figure out the database operations
like Sync+Sync and achieves an 84% classification accu-
racy, which is yet much lower than the 95.8% accuracy of
Sync+Sync. Furthermore, the NVLeak attack only works with
Optane memory that Intel has winded down [3, 90]. Addition-
ally, Sync+Sync can distinguish different database operations
and may jointly make use of other techniques to inflict more
fine-grained leakage with the victim database [31, 39, 44, 67].
In all, the prevalence of fsync entitles high efficacy, portabil-
ity, and unnoticeability to Sync+Sync.

5.2 Application Information Leakage

Attack Model. We assume a scenario where the victim
is an application (e.g., Linux/Android application or web

Table 4: Classification Accuracy of Sync+Sync for Websites.

Website
Average
# fsync

Accuracy F1-score Website
Average
# fsync

Accuracy F1-score

360.cn 10.6 3.3% 0.04 imdb.com 16.1 13.3% 0.19
adobe.com 11.5 0.0% 0.00 jd.com 14.9 56.7% 0.65

amazon.com 16.2 13.3% 0.08 live.com 10.6 13.3% 0.14
apple.com 11.5 16.7% 0.17 microsoft.com 12.1 3.3% 0.04
baidu.com 14.4 6.7% 0.03 qq.com 264.6 100.0% 1.00
bing.com 15.0 6.7% 0.08 sina.com.cn 40.8 96.7% 0.98

booking.com 15.9 0.0% 0.00 sohu.com 14.4 46.7% 0.44
cnn.com 15.2 6.7% 0.10 taobao.com 10.6 23.3% 0.16

detik.com 10.1 10.0% 0.13 tmall.com 11.4 3.3% 0.03
github.com 12.1 13.3% 0.18 yahoo.co.jp 11.4 6.7% 0.06

browser [65, 66]) that accesses files in a disk which the at-
tacker shares with the victim when running in the other pro-
cess, container, or VM. Again the attacker neither has access
permission with the victim’s files nor shares data with the
victim. To leak information from the application, the attacker
synchronizes her/his file to record fsync latencies every 40µs
based on profiling and spies on the victim’s I/O behaviors.

Attack Design. To perform information leakage for ap-
plications, we utilize Mobibench [20] to replay I/O traces
for victim applications. Each I/O trace consists of a series of
I/O-related system calls such as read, write, and fsync. We
execute an I/O trace to simulate the corresponding applica-
tion’s behaviors while the attacker is simultaneously calling
fsyncs. In practical, different applications exhibit varying
calling patterns of fsyncs in terms of frequency and data vol-
ume to be flushed. These variations result in different fsync
latencies sensed by the attacker. Sync+Sync is thus able to dis-
tinguish different applications. It also manages to fingerprint
websites with web browsers under certain conditions.

Application Fingerprinting. We firstly run I/O traces of
Twitter and Facebook Android applications, provided by Mo-
bibench, as two victims separately for 100 times. We record
and show the attacker’s fsync latency distribution in Fig-
ure 9. It is evident that Twitter and Facebook exhibit distinctly
different curves in each of their 100 runs. For instance, the
number of samples between 50µs to 100µs for Facebook is
significantly higher than that of Twitter. To accurately classify
I/O traces for different applications, we utilize the latency
distribution and Euclidean distances as features and metrics,
respectively, for the k-NN algorithm. Similar to the k-NN
mentioned in Section 5.1.3, we consider the majority of the k
nearest neighbors for an application trace as the application’s
type. We randomly divide each application trace into 70%
and 30% samples for training and testing, respectively. In
the evaluation, we have 60 test cases (100 × 30% for each
application), and Sync+Sync correctly categorizes all of them.

Website Fingerprinting. Next, to check if Sync+Sync can
distinguish different websites based on their fsync usage
patterns, we create an evaluation dataset as follows. Firstly,
we randomly select 20 websites from the Alexa Top 100
websites. Then, with the Chrome web browser (Version 113
with default settings) [29] running on a computer installed
with Ubuntu 22.04, we visit the front page of each website as
the victim. Simultaneously, we capture the I/O trace of each
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website using strace [14] for 5 seconds, which is sufficient for
loading a webpage. We repeat this procedure for 100 times
with each website and overall collect 2000 I/O traces.

With these I/O traces, we record the attacker’s fsync la-
tency distribution when replaying each I/O trace and classify
them using the k-NN algorithm with the same setup as applica-
tion fingerprinting. Table 4 shows the classification accuracy
and F1-score for each website, as well as the average number
of fsyncs invoked by each website. Most websites do not
commonly use fsync and hence have similar fsync usage
patterns. As a result, it is challenging for Sync+Sync to distin-
guish them from each other. However, some websites, such as
qq.com and sina.com.cn, invoke fsync more frequently and
exhibit different I/O behaviors. Therefore, Sync+Sync recog-
nizes these websites at high accuracies of, for example, 100%
and 96.7% for qq.com and sina.com.cn, respectively. Our
analysis shows that, to persistently store data, both websites
use the Indexed Database [2] that most of the browsers pro-
vides [7, 23, 49, 55]. As mentioned, database relies on fsync
to ensure data consistency and durability. This explains why
Sync+Sync successfully fingerprints websites that frequently
synchronizes data with the Indexed Database.

Comparison. Distinguishing (fingerprinting) applications
and websites enables an attacker to infer which application a
victim is using or what website a browser is displaying, caus-
ing serious breach of user privacy [9, 35, 41, 76]. Sync+Sync
shares similarities with the attack proposed by Kim et al. [41],
as they both exploit storage to fingerprint victims. However,
they differ in the explored observations. Kim et al. [41] use the
disk space quota demanded by a web browser for each web-
site’s temporary storage, while Sync+Sync is based on differ-
ent fsync usage patterns. Website fingerprinting attack con-
ducted by Kim et al. [41] achieves a 97.3% inference accuracy,
whereas Sync+Sync’s accuracy varies depending on the char-
acteristics of websites. Additionally, the side channel studied
by Kim et al. [41] only applies to browsers, while Sync+Sync
is widely applicable to applications that call fsync.

5.3 Keystroke Attack

Attack Model. We assume that the victim is entering user
input either locally or remotely through a network connection.
Each keystroke is then transmitted to a service program, which
stores the input on an SSD similar to the attack studied by Liu
et al. [47]. For every keystroke typed by the victim, the service
program auto-commits the user input by storing it in a file
with an fsync, in order to persistently track the user’s latest
input. The attacker and the service program are co-located to
be sharing the same disk. However, due to OS-level isolation,
any direct communication between them is not possible. Also
the attacker has no access permission to the victim’s and the
service program’s files or share any data with the latter two.

Attack Design. To conduct a keystroke attack, we utilize
the Keystroke100 dataset [48]. It contains inter-keystroke
latencies from 100 different typers who entered the same
eight-letter password, ‘try4-mbs’, ten times each, resulting in
a total of 7,000 inter-keystroke timings. In our attack scenario,
the victim sends keystrokes to the service program with the
corresponding delays of inter-keystroke timings prerecorded
in [48]. The service program receives the user input and stores
it using fsync. In the meantime, the attacker performs the
Sync+Sync attack by continuously invoking fsync to infer
whether a user input is stored by measuring the attacker’s
fsync latency. Given a stored user input, the attacker can
detect an increased fsync latency. Conversely, if the fsync
latency remains low, the attacker deduces with a high proba-
bility that no user input has been sent to the service program.
In our evaluation, we set a threshold of 54µs through profiling
to distinguish if a user input is received and stored.

To assess the accuracy of Sync+Sync, we calculate the
timing difference between the ground-truth latencies from
the prerecorded dataset and detected ones. Figure 10 illus-
trates a back-to-back comparison of the inter-keystroke tim-
ings between the reference typers and Sync+Sync attack. The
difference is negligible, as Sync+Sync successfully detects
keystrokes with an accuracy of 99.2%. Sync+Sync may mis-
judge keystrokes due to noise and less intense contention. Fig-
ure 11 presents the error distribution of Sync+Sync side chan-
nel in comparison to the timing distributions of the ground



Table 5: Raw Bit Error Rate with and without Fast Commit.

Symbol
Duration (µs)

Sender: ftruncate + fsync
Receiver: fsync-only

Sender: ftruncate + fsync
Receiver: ftruncate + fsync

Fast Commit Normal Commit Fast Commit Normal Commit
200 0.09% 0.15% 15.93% 23.75%
400 0.06% 0.07% 2.65% 2.59%
800 0.01% 0.17% 0.16% 0.12%
1600 0.06% 0.03% 0.03% 0.10%
2400 0.04% 0.10% 0.14% 0.06%

truth. On average, the error in received timings for Sync+Sync
side channel is 2.5ms, with 98.1% of errors being less than
10ms. This further justifies the capability of Sync+Sync since
an inter-keystroke latency is generally no less than 100ms.

Comparison. Inter-keystroke timing has been widely con-
sidered in software-based side-channel attacks. It allows at-
tackers to reveal sensitive information through simple statisti-
cal techniques using keystroke timings [15, 72]. For instance,
Song et al. [72] demonstrate that attackers can uncover in-
formation about the keys typed by analyzing users’ typing
patterns to recover passwords entered during SSH connec-
tions. Unlike Gruss et al. [32] that detect a keystroke when the
OS’s page cache loads related pages upon a key input issued
by the user, Sync+Sync functions at the persistent storage
with a hypothesis that fsync operations are needed to store
user input keys. Sync+Sync is hence infeasible for applica-
tions that do not auto-commit and invoke fsync on the arrival
of user input. With precise keystroke timings, Sync+Sync can
jointly work with techniques like machine learning to guess
passwords or infer written characters [15, 19, 47, 72, 88].

Recently Chen et al. [15] performed a keystroke attack
by measuring the uncore power status, as the network traffic
and encryption stack of SSH connections affect a system’s
uncore power. They achieved an F1-score of 0.93 with an
error rate of 4.9%. Later Liu et al. [47] did a similar keystroke
attack on Intel Optane persistent memory (PMEM). They
persistently store the user input to a key-value store on PMEM
after every keystroke typed by the victim and detect inter-
keystroke timings by probing the Read-Modify-Write (RMW)
buffer of PMEM to distinguish RMW hits from misses. They
achieved an F1-score of 0.99 with an error rate of 1.04%.
Comparatively, Sync+Sync achieves not only an F1-score of
0.996, but also with a lower error rate of 0.81%.

6 Discussions

In this section, we further study the impact of fast com-
mit in Ext4, DoS attack, and the defense mechanisms about
Sync+Sync. In Appendix B of [38], we also explore the cross-
disk Sync+Sync channel, the channel on other platforms and
NVMe SSD, and the impact of Pass-through Disk in VM.

The Impact of Fast Commit in Ext4. Fast commit is
a new feature introduced in Ext4 to eliminate unrelated
data when invoking fsync so as to reduce contention for
fsyncs [57,64]. We test if Sync+Sync still functions with fast
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Figure 12: Transaction Average and Tail Latencies for SQLite
in VM with and without DoS Attack.

commit or not. To trigger Ext4 journaling every fsync, sender
utilizes ftruncate to change file size randomly and invokes
fsync to enable Sync+Sync channel, i.e., ftruncate+fsync.
Receiver works with ftruncate+fsync or fsync-only. Ta-
ble 5 presents bit error rates for Sync+Sync channel with and
without fast commit. Evidently fast commit does not affect
Sync+Sync, since at the same symbol duration Sync+Sync
yields identical bit error rate despite the use of fast commit.

DoS Attack. The interference between fsyncs impairs
performance and implies the potential of DoS attack for
Sync+Sync. As VMs isolate programs with hypervisor han-
dling I/Os for them, the difficulty of launching DoS attacks is
higher than doing so with programs co-located in the same
OS. We run two VMs with independent disk images. The at-
tacker in malicious VM continually writes its file and invokes
fsyncs. We utilize Mobibench to issue Insert/Update/Delete
workloads with SQLite for 100,000 times in the victim VM.
As shown in Figure 12, the throughput of SQLite degrades
by 22.5%, 25.9%, and 28.4% with Insert, Update, and Dele-
tion requests, respectively. The 99.9P (99.9th percentile) tail
latency increases by 20.8%, 82.2%, and 47.7%, respectively.
These justify Sync+Sync’s capability in making DoS attacks.

Defense Mechanisms. It is impracticable for applications
to avoid using fsyncs. One straightforward way to defend
against Sync+Sync attacks is to prevent applications from
being co-located with other users/applications in the same
machine, especially on the same storage device. Yet such
hardware isolation increases the operating cost with extra
devices or even machines and causes waste of disk space.

Using network-based distributed file systems (e.g.,
Ceph [12]), to host applications remotely helps to mitigate
the effect of Sync+Sync, as fsync operations become more
sophisticated. Firstly, fsync latency is not only influenced
by the storage devices, but also affected by the network. Sec-
ondly, distributed file systems often deploy replica in different
physical machines to provide data consistency and durability,
which increases difficulty of generating contention for adver-
saries to detect. However, this may not be feasible for some
applications that are sensitive to network delay and need local
storage to provide high performance. Such applications can
consider utilizing a background thread that randomly calls
fsyncs to create noise for Sync+Sync, since Sync+Sync is



sensitive to noise. However, to blur fsync latencies by intro-
ducing extra fsyncs may incur performance penalty.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we build a new Sync+Sync side channel that
entails a practical concern for programs that are co-located
in persistent storage and call fsyncs for durability. For ex-
ample, Sync+Sync on Ext4 and an ordinary SSD establishes
a covert channel with 20,000bps bandwidth at about 0.40%
error rate. Sync+Sync is made effectual by the contention be-
tween concurrent fsyncs on sharing file system’s structures
and storage device’s hardware resources. Extensive experi-
ments show that, leveraging Sync+Sync we manage to launch
concrete attacks, such as precisely detecting operations of
victim database, distinguishing applications, and fingerprint-
ing websites. We have verified the viability of Sync+Sync
on various platforms including Linux, Windows, and MacOS,
and responsibly disclosed Sync+Sync to the security teams of
Linux, Microsoft, and Apple. We hope Sync+Sync could en-
courage researchers to further study side-channel information
leakage at the persistent storage.
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